
LOOK BOOK.
FUNKY MONKEY TENTS



WHAT WE DO.

We hire event structures, furniture,
lighting and some added extras such
as barrels, wooden bars to serve drinks
from, garden games and chill-out
areas.

We also hire bell tent villages for guest
camping accommodation.

We work closely with local venues and
can point you in the direction of some
stunning locations to tie the knot.

Recently we added mobile bar hire in
the form of our stunning horsebox -
known as Silvey & Squires.

Simply put, we hire tents for
events, but we have a whole
lot more to offer.





ABOUT US.

Mark (him/he/his)
Practical, problem solver and a  
thoroughly nice guy. You can always
find him at a party by following his
laughter. 

We are a small family run business, headed up
by Mark & Hannah. Born out of a passion for
the great outdoors and a good old party. We
have been hiring a range of unique tents for
over 12 years and have built a good reputation
within the industry.

Hannah (she/her/hers)
Creative, introvert and has a strong
attention to detail. Happiest snuggled
up at home with the family.





YURTS.

Our Pavilion Yurts really stand out from the
crowd as their added height gives a wow
factor like no other.

40ft Grand Pavilion
Perfect for up to 140 guests but an optimum
of 120

34ft Pavilion
Perfect for 80 guests or podded to create a
bar and or greeting area.

24ft Yurt
Great podded on to a larger yurt or as a
stand alone tent for smaller celebrations.

Alachigh
This is a great variation on the yurt we're all
familiar with. Works great as a chill-out
space, bar tent or honeymoon suite.

We have different sizes to
suit your needs and budget.



YURT PLANS.

As it is hard to imagine a space you haven't
stepped into, we have created some popular
plans to give you a better idea of how you
can use the space available.
We are always happy to create bespoke
layouts for you where possible, just ask.

When creating our plans we use our
furniture and extras, if you are sourcing
things from elsewhere we cannot guarantee
the "fit" in our structures. We will do our
best to give you an idea if dimensions are
supplied by yourselves, but as stated
anything we are unfamiliar with is hired at
your own risk.

A collection of plans we've
put together for you.



GRAND PAVILION.
40ft diameter

seating 90

seating 120

seating 128



PAVILION.
34ft diameter

seating 63

seating 66

seating 80



PODDED YURTS.
Grand Pavilion & 24ft Yurt
128 seated on benches with bar/reception tent

Grand Pavilion, Pavilion & 24ft Yurt
136 seated on benches with band/dance tent and reception/bar tent



SMALL YURTS.

Alachigh honeymoon yurt

24ft Yurt bar

24ft Yurt chill out

24ft diameter & 22ft Alachigh





POLE MARQUEES.

We have a range of sized Petal Pole Marquees as
well as a smaller "Jasmine" tea tent for more
intimate gatherings.

The Duchess 12x30m 
Our biggest space for celebrations of 200+ guests

The Duke 12x24m 
A huge space for celebrations of 150+ guests

The Earl 12x18m 
Great for large celebrations of 120-130 guests.

The Lady 12m circular marquee 
A great option for 100 guests

The Jasmine 4.5x9m
Perfect for that smaller garden party of 20-30
guests.

Our Petal Pole tents feature a clear side to
maximise views at your venue.

A quintessential classic with a
modern twist.



POLE MARQUEE
PLANS.

A collection of plans we've
put together for you.

As it is hard to imagine a space you haven't
stepped into, we have created some popular
plans to give you a better idea of how you
can use the space available.
We are always happy to create bespoke
layouts for you where possible, just ask.

When creating our plans we use our
furniture and extras, if you are sourcing
things from elsewhere we cannot guarantee
the "fit" in our structures. We will do our
best to give you an idea if dimensions are
supplied by yourselves, but as stated
anything we are unfamiliar with is hired at
your own risk.



THE DUCHESS.
12x30m

seating 204

seating 141

seating 225



THE DUKE.
12x24mseating 120

seating 120

seating 192



THE EARL.
12x18m

seating 136

seating 132

seating 108



THE LADY.
12m diameter

seating 80

seating 120

seating 88



THE JASMINE.
4.5x9m

seating 16

seating 48

seating 40





STRETCH TENTS.

10x8.5m 
A great additional space to larger celebrations or
cover for more intimate gatherings.

10x10
Perfect for small celebrations of around 70 guests.

10x20m
A large space capable of accommodating 150+
guests.

Our Stretch tents are really versatile and can be
joined together in many configurations to make
the perfect space just for you.

They are great on sites where conventional
marquees struggle to sit. They do need to be
pegged to the ground and attaching to buildings
or on hard standing requires physical fixings to be
installed, this is not impossible but will need the
full endorsement of the site/venue owner and in-
cures added costs. 

A flexible modern space or
additional sheltered area.



STRETCH TENT
PLANS.

A collection of plans we've
put together for you.

As it is hard to imagine a space you haven't
stepped into, we have created some popular
plans to give you a better idea of how you
can use the space available.
We are always happy to create bespoke
layouts for you where possible, just ask.

When creating our plans we use our
furniture and extras, if you are sourcing
things from elsewhere we cannot guarantee
the "fit" in our structures. We will do our
best to give you an idea if dimensions are
supplied by yourselves, but as stated
anything we are unfamiliar with is hired at
your own risk.



10X8.5M STRETCH.

bar tent

chill out tent

seating 36



10X10M STRETCH.

seating 72

seating 72

seating 48



10X20M STRETCH.

seating 96

seating 200

seating 128





BELL TENTS.

Bell tents are fabulous for so many uses. 

Most commonly used to accommodate guests at a
wedding so the party can continue late into the
night without the need for taxis.

We can also supply a honeymoon tent for the
happy couple decked out with beautiful
furnishings and props. 

We have two ways in which we deal with camping
villages and have a dedicated brochure to let you
know how it all works, just ask.

Bell tents are also a really useful cost effective
space at weddings for children to play and relax.
Simply set up with a selection of rugs and cushions
and maybe the odd balloon children seem to
gravitate to them.

A great way to accommodate
your guests overnight. 





EXTRAS.

Some of the extras we can offer are:
• Furniture, tables, benches, chairs 
• Lighting
• Canopy lighting
• Outdoor lighting - at height
• Dance floors
• Bars
• Fire bowls
• Garden games
• Chill out areas with low cushion seating
• Tipi alter
• Naked Tipi structure
• Pulley system for floral displays
• Hanging pole for floral or decor display
• Catering tent
• Walkways/outdoor aisles 

We work closely with White Button
Weddings to offer styling, planning,
coordination and on the day support
services.

A range of added extras to
help add a personal touch.



Thank you.
info@funkymonkeytents.co.uk

If you like what you see, do get in touch for a tailored quote.


